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Nina MEŠL, Zalka DRGLIN, Metka KUHAR: THE CONSEQUENCES 
OF CHILDREN’S TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCES: RECOGNITION AND 
RESPONSES IN SLOVENIAN KINDERGARTENS AND SCHOOLS
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, Vol. LVIII, No. 4, pp. 947–970

The article highlights the role played by kindergartens and schools 
regarding awareness of the prevalence and long-term negative consequenc-
es of children’s exposure to potentially traumatic experiences. Qualitative 
research results are presented with respect to focus groups conducted with 
43 preschool teachers, primary school teachers and counsellors in Slovenian 
kindergartens and schools, where the topic concerned recognising the 
impacts of traumatic experiences, action strategies and desired changes in 
the development of appropriate responses. The participants were aware of 
the importance of children’s traumatic experiences and also recognise them, 
yet do not feel sufficiently trained to take action; they emphasise the impor-
tance of cross-sectoral and interdisciplinary cooperation on the national 
level aimed at preventing traumatic experiences and the intergenerational 
transmission of trauma. The article also provides guidelines for explicitly 
and systematically addressing this issue in kindergartens and schools across 
Slovenia.

Keywords: traumatic experiences, trauma-informed kindergartens and 
schools, child protection, professionals in education

UDK 342.733-053.2:616-036.22:578.834

Pascale Emily PEČNIK, Andrej A. LUKŠIČ: CHILDREN’S RIGHT TO 
EDUCATION DURING THE COVID-19 EPIDEMIC
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, Vol. LVIII, No. 4, pp. 971–990

The COVID-19 epidemic has affected all pores of social life and changed 
the existing structural conditions and power relations within the capitalist 
state. In the process, it has also altered and restricted the forms of human 
and children’s rights established in the modern social-production system. 
In the article, we study the changed relationship between the structure and 
the function of the changing power relations on the theoretical level and 
strive to identify the factors with the greatest influence on the exercise of 
children’s right to education during the epidemic. To this end, we adopt 
the morphogenetic approach of Margaret Archer (1996: 279) who states that 
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structure and function indeed work interdependently in two different ways 
and that, therefore, they must be studied.

Keywords: structure, education, children’s rights, political power, 
COVID-19

UDK 342.721:004.738.5

Jošt BARTOL, Vasja VEHOVAR, Andraž PETROVČIČ: INFORMATION 
PRIVACY CONCERNS ON THE INTERNET: CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS 
AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, Vol. LVIII, No. 4, pp. 991–1008

Information privacy has become an important societal question due to 
the advent of computers and the Internet since they make previously incon-
ceivable data collection and analysis possibilities a reality. The fact that this 
holds implications for democratic societies and human behaviour has led 
many scholars from various scientific disciplines to address the topic. In 
this article, we focus on the individual’s information privacy on the Internet 
from the socio-psychological perspective and present a central concept in 
this area: information privacy concerns. We outline its development, con-
ceptual foundations, and research challenges. Directions for designing stud-
ies in this research area are also offered.

Keywords: research challenges, conceptualisation, information privacy, 
information privacy concerns, the Internet

UDK 329:355.02

Iztok PREZELJ: RADICALISM AS A SOURCE OF SOCIAL CHANGES 
AND A THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, Vol. LVIII, No. 4, pp. 1009–1029

Radicalism and radical politics represent a logical and simultaneous-
ly problematic response to social changes and problems. The purpose 
of this article is to show the difficult positioning of radicalism between 
entirely legitimate forms of response to social problems and potential or 
actual national security threats as concerns the use of violent extremism. 
The author argues that political radicalism is a form of response to social 
problems which likely leads to big socio-political changes in the event of 
its success, while on the other hand it faces a serious risk of becoming a 
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national security threat should violence be used. Radicalisation is viewed in 
this paper as a result on a continuum of the growing radicalisation of goals 
and the radicalisation of their implementation. 

Keywords: radicalism, radical politics, violent extremism, terrorism, 
national security threat

UDK 340.12:321.01

Jure SPRUK: IDEOLOGICAL FOUNDATION OF THE RULE OF LAW
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, Vol. LVIII, No. 4, pp. 1030–1047

The study of the ideological foundations of the rule of law acknowledges 
that this principle is not just a formalism. In addition, it acknowledges that 
the material view of these principles derives from foundational moral and 
political values which form part of constitutional documents and are also 
the values of a certain broader ideological framework that denotes the polit-
ical scheme of a particular political community. Ideology is not defined as a 
negative burden on some political space, but is seen as a necessary prereq-
uisite for the activity and effectiveness of the political. Determination of the 
form of government is a product of the political process and, in this sense, 
the rule of law has its own ideological foundation in classical liberalism, 
which historically emerges from the values of liberty and formal equality as 
values challenging feudalism and absolutism. The rule of law was created 
on the grounds of liberty and formal equality as an instrument of limiting 
the central government in the modern state, as encouraged by the whole 
political relationships balanced in favour of the liberal bourgeoisie in their 
political battle against feudal aristocracy. 

Keywords: Rule of law, liberalism, ideology, modern state

UDK 159.923.3-057.17:005.336.1:005.64

Igor NOVAK: MANAGERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN PERSONALITY TRAITS WITH PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS  
AND TEAM PERFORMANCE
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, Vol. LVIII, No. 4, pp. 1048–1064

In the field of work psychology, researchers have paid substantial atten-
tion to the study of personality traits in relation to work efficiency. The arti-
cle forms an integral part of a larger doctoral study and is considered as a 
pilot study that aims to shed light on the subjective beliefs held by leaders 
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concerning the relationship of personality traits between personal perfor-
mance and team performance and to describe the difference between the 
findings of this qualitative research and quantitative research. We used a 
qualitative research design with a view to finding answers to key questions 
in a sample of 18 leaders (managers) using the method of a semi-structured 
interview. The results showed the managers most often highlight the per-
sonality trait of agreeableness as an important factor influencing personal 
effectiveness and team performance. They believe the personality traits of 
openness, extraversion and conscientiousness also influence the constructs 
under study. Compared to quantitative research, these leaders attach much 
more importance to agreeableness than to extroversion and place less 
emphasis on the importance of neuroticism. The pilot study showed that, 
according to the leaders, personality traits affect both personal and team 
performance.

Keywords: subjective beliefs, personality traits, personal effectiveness, 
team performance

UDK 316.653:303(497.4) 

Brina MALNAR: BETWEEN THE CURRENT AND THE CONCEPTUAL: 
50 YEARS OF ACADEMIC USE OF THE SLOVENIAN PUBLIC OPINION 
PROGRAMME
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, Vol. LVIII, No. 4, pp. 1065–1088

Slovenian Public Opinion Programme (SPO) has been in place for over 
50 years, yet so far no systematic analysis of its academic use has been 
made. The aim of the article is to fill this gap and evalute through quantita-
tive bibilographical study the infrastructural role of the programme in the 
production of social sicentific knowledge. The analysis is based on 1043 sci-
entific and expert publications for the period 1971 – 2021, which include 
data from the SPO and were accessed on different online platforms and 
acquired in physical form. The main finding is that the SPO indicators are 
used by researchers in numerous academic and other organsiations and in 
diverse disciplinary areas addressing a wide range of topics, mainly in the 
inter-temporal prespective. Over 90 archived datasets of SPO represents an 
important part of the ‘ecosystem’ of social scientific data in Slovenia, and in 
a historical perspective, a special value can be attributed to the indicators 
from the early period which represent a peculiar comparative advantage for 
Slovenian empirical social sciences. 

Keywords: Slovenian Public Opinion, research infrastructure, data users, 
bibliographical study
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UDK 338.439.6:342.746(497)

Mirjana DOKMANOVIĆ, Neven CVETIĆANIN: MOŽNOSTI ZA 
PREHRANSKO SUVERENOST V NEKDANJIH JUGOSLOVANSKIH 
REPUBLIKAH
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, let. LVIII, št. 4, str. 1089–1116

Neoliberalni pristop k tranziciji iz socializma v kapitalizem v šestih nek-
danjih jugoslovanskih republikah je razkril svoje slabe strani v vseh sferah 
ekonomskih dejavnosti, vključno s proizvodnjo hrane. Te države so izgubi-
le svojo suverenost pri reguliranju pomembnih področij nacionalnih poli-
tik, kot sta proizvodnja hrane in preskrba s hrano. Liberalizacija preskrbe 
s hrano je z uničenjem številnih malih kmetovalcev in proizvajalcev hrane 
škodljivo učinkovala na nacionalne ekonomije. Trgovske korporacije so 
prevzemale vse večji delež maloprodajnega kolača. Družbena gibanja pozi-
vajo k temu, da bi ponovno pridobili neposredni demokratični nadzor nad 
viri in proizvodnjo hrane. V članku obravnavamo možnosti teh držav, da bi 
premagale naraščajočo prehransko negotovost, tako da bi vpeljale prehran-
sko suverenost. 

Ključni pojmi: nekdanje jugoslovanske republike, prehranska suvere-
nost, prehranska varnost, pravica do hrane, ekonomska demokracija, libera-
lizacija preskrbe s hrano 

UDK 005.953.2:341.71:061.1EU

Erik PAJTINKA: PRAKSA IMENOVANJA VELEPOSLANIKOV EU: LA 
LANGUE EST-ELLE IMPORTANTE? (JE JEZIK POMEMBEN?)
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, let. LVIII, št. 4, str. 1117–1132

V raziskavi poskušamo ugotoviti, koliko se pri izbiri kandidatov in kan-
didatk za vodje delegacij Evropske unije v Evropski službi za zunanje delo-
vanje upošteva poznavanje lokalnega jezika diplomatove oz. diplomatkine 
države gostiteljice in njegove oz. njene jezikovne kompetence nasploh. S 
tem namenom v raziskavi obravnavamo morebitne korelacije med jeziki, ki 
jih govorijo vodje delegacij EU, in uradnimi jezikih njihovih držav gostiteljic. 
Sklenemo, da med jeziki, zlasti maternimi, ki jih govorijo vodje delegacij EU, 
in uradnim jezikom oz. jeziki v državah, kjer so nameščeni oz. nameščene, 
pogosto obstaja korelacija, zato se kandidatovo oz. kandidatkino znanje 
uradnega jezika države gostiteljice navadno upošteva pri izbiri kandidatov 
in kandidatk za vodje delegacij EU, čeprav ta kriterij ne nosi enake teže za 
kandidate in kandidatke iz različnih držav članic EU.
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Keywords: ESZD, vodje delegacij EU, ESZD kadrovska politika, EU diplo-
macija, jeziki v diplomaciji

UDK 616.89-008.441:159.937.3:616-036.22

Ognen SPASOVSKI, Slavka DEMUTHOVA, Vesna KUZMANOVIC: 
TESNOBA, ILUZORNO ZAZNAVANJE VZORCEV IN VEROVANJA V 
ZAROTO MED PANDEMIJO COVID-19
Teorija in praksa, Ljubljana 2021, let. LVIII, št. 4, str. 1333–1149

V študiji smo raziskali razmerje med tesnobo, ki jo sprožijo nevarni druž-
beni dogodki, kot je pandemija COVID-19, in iluzornim zaznavanjem vzor-
ca – s teorijami zarote. Z uporabo eksperimenta smo v študiji 1 manipulirali 
z visoko proti nizki tesnobnosti, medtem ko smo v študiji 2 manipulirali z 
intuitivnim iskanjem vzorcev. Naše ugotovitve podpirajo domnevo, da višje 
ravni tesnobe in višje intuitivno iskanje vzorcev vodita do povečanja vero-
vanj v zaroto. Da bi preprečili škodljive učinke verovanj v teorije zarote na 
individualni in družbeni ravni, priporočamo transparentno informiranje in 
predhodna opozorila, poleg tega pa posvečanje kritičnemu mišljenju v izo-
braževanju.

Ključni pojmi: družbeni dogodki, tesnoba, intuitivno iskanje vzorcev, ilu-
zorno zaznavanje vzorcev, verovanja v zaroto, pandemija Covid-19


